
The Threat Matrix 
In Leaving the Sandbox I developed a set of categories of general system assaults on the 
people that have been documented extensively… and of course officially denied by the 
pathocracy. This is my table, The Dirty Dozen: name, desc, with links to current key 
probative videos and books: 

1 Money Monopoly—takeover of the money system, resulting in 
massive confiscation of material wealth. Credit dom. 

[a], [b] 

2 Atmospheric Spraying—toxic skies, climate mod, weather 
warfare, threatening end of human story. Mainstream bury. 

[c], [d] 

3 Staged Massacres—as false flag acts of state terror, 9/11 the Big 
One; resulting in unending war and militarized US.  

[e], [f] 

4 Blanket Surveillance—TSA, DHS, NDAA; goons set loose in 
Occupied America to prep us for gulag, snitch neighbors. 

[g], [h] 

5 Enforcer Crimes—including torture, war crimes, the War on Drugs 
(WOD) atrocity, strip searches, police assaults. 

[i], [j] 

6 Gulag Medicine—genocidal-AMA-approved Obamacare; crushing 
wholistic, naturopathic alternatives. FDA kill list.  

[k], [l] 

7 Radiowave Pollution—chiefly mandatory ‘smart’ meters, per 
Agenda 21: wantonly surveil and destroy people’s health in their 
homes. No testing performed, opt out NFG.  

[m], [n] 

8 Food Fouling—GMOs, CAFOs, etc., eliminating or reducing 
people’s choices in food; contaminating healthful practices. 
Includes water contam via fluoridation, etc. 

[o], [p] 

9 Citizen Disarmament—attacks on firearms ownership—thru 
staged ‘massacres,’ demonizing ‘gun nuts,’ always run as fed black 
ops. Demonizing Constitution upholders. 

[q], [r] 

10 Mind Desolation—K-12 school curricula; collectivist, mind-
destroying drivel, end of independent judgment, reason. 

[s], [t] 

11 Drug Compulsion—psychiatric drugs and vaccines—esp. 
predatory/mandatory and on children, huge Big Pharma profits 
from pedicide. CDC on MMR tip of the iceberg. 

[u], [v] 

12 Info Deathgrip—and threats to the Internet, 1st Amendment; 
persistent lies and dumb down. Protesters jailed.  

[w], [x] 

We the people exist under a regime far more hazardous, even deadly than our forefathers 
in 1776. And insidious. Thanks to Fraud Media and mind control, few of our countrymen 
are even aware we are being attacked and that the objective is death or enslavement… 
and they tend to attack anyone who suggests the reality.  

Note: if this is the pdf form of the document you are opening, you may go to 
http://brianrwright.com/Threat_Matrix.doc (MS Word document) to open the hyperlinks. 


